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K.C.S. Paniker (1911-1977) 
Notes, Chronology, Bibliography  
Note: The surname Paniker is also variously romanized in sources as Panicker, Panikar, Panikkar, and Paneekar. 
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I am particularly grateful to Dr Ashrafi S. Bhaghat for the kind provision of images from her PhD thesis of works 
by Paniker which allow a more systematic understanding of his oeuvre. Many of these images are hard to find in 
publications. K.S. Paniker’s son S. Nandagopal also kindly allowed me to photograph works by Paniker in his home, 
as well as his important album of black-and-white photographic records that were taken before donation of works 
to the Sri Chitra Art Gallery at Kerala Museum, and which I subsequently visited in December 2009. 

 
National and International 
To his friend from the later 1940s Sushil Mukherjee, Paniker said, 

..we in India must develop a reformed aesthetic vision, free from the severely restricted 
early nineteenth century concept. The aesthetic impulse of an Indian artist has to be Indian 
but any narrow nationalistic idea of recreating our great cultural and artistic heritage 
shouldn’t bog him down. That could be very dangerous for an artist of a new age. We 
should break away. 
Cited from a 1985 article by Bhaghat, 2004, 80. 
 
Chitram Ezhuthu: What more suitable medium can one invent for making pictures than 
the written word? 
 
Every letter in the written word has a highly evolved form, a form attained through usage 
and guided by man’s racial or national sense of seeing and shaping, the in  following the 
laws of continuity and free manual rhythm of action. Man has been writing for centuries; 
he has continually sought to make his writing beautiful and yet in practice he is most 
unselfconscious, with the result that each man’s writing announces his own true character 
and personality. What more suitable medium can one invent for making pictures than the 
written word? The Chinese and the Japanese demonstrated it to the satisfaction of the 
world. In India the Tantric tradition enjoins the use of the written word, symbols, figures 
and that most marvellous of all inventions the tabular column for picture making. Colour 
is used to put the message across effectively. The Kalamkari painters of India especially 
those of Andhra and the other Southern States paint their cotton temple hangings 
depicting the heroes of the epic; the legends is always interspersed with the figures, written 
with great calligraphic freedom. The drawings and symbols used also share this calligraphic 
quality. 
 
Perhaps these thoughts occur to me because of a growing appreciation of the great 
traditions of man in the field of art. There are people who believe that the tendency to-day 
is to escape from the weight of traditions and to move towards a sort of internationalism 
in the visual arts of painting and sculpture. England’s Herbert Read states: ‘The 
internationalism of modern art makes it difficult for the critic to claim a distinctive type of 
art for his own country. There is no British art since 1945 – there is an art, more vigorous 
than any art Britain as known since the death of Turner (1855), which has made a 
distinctive contribution to a world-wide movement of the arts.’ This statement tends to 
imply that the present day art of Britain has very little to do with the British character as 
the world knows it. How an art can be international without national characteristics is 
beyond one’s comprehension. The redeeming feature in Sir Herbert’s disturbing statement 
is his use of the term ‘distinctive contribution’. This, I presume, again brings one back to 
the concept of racial and national character in the artist, as a feature of perennial interest. 
Again one cannot help feeling that it is premature to say anything positive about the 
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acceptance of ‘,od4rnart’ by all peoples of the word to such an extent as to reject the great 
traditions on mankind wholly and entirely as Sir Herbert’s statement might seem to imply. 
We have yet to wait another few decades to see exactly how the resurgent Asians and 
Africans react to Europe or America’s new art of the early 20th century. In Asia and Africa 
is the West’s approach to utilitarian architecture and industrial design. The art of modern 
Europe and America still remains incommunicable to the vast millions of the rest of the 
world. A few of the initiated have learnt to accommodate the alien point of view, more 
often without any genuine understanding of their own deep-rooted traditions from which 
wars and invasion have partially torn them apart.  
 
Talking of the problems of the oriental artist today, Ludwig Goldscheider says: ‘An Indian 
artist, on the other hand, cannot merely study the Ajanta and Tanjore wall paintings and 
imitate them on a smaller scale – this would not make him a modern master: he has to go 
through the school of world art. But to become a genuine artist is not allowed to forget or 
supress his racial and national way of seeing and shaping – he has to be an Indian artist or 
nothing at all. In the end his painting will be as different from all European art as the 
thinking of India –the Upanishads and the Buddha – is different from European thought. 
(No true message without that difference)’.If this thought is accepted then it would mean 
that according to Sir Herbert, Britain and the rest of Europe are tending towards the 
acceptance of a common art form surrendering all national and racial characteristics which 
hitherto  were interesting aspects of the arts of the various peoples of Europe. 
 
Let us now listen to T. S. Eliot. In his essay ‘Tradition and the Individual talent’, he states 
that ‘the most individual or original parts of a poet’s work may be those in which the dead 
poets, his ancestors, assert their immortality most vigorously’. A historical sense which is 
indispensable, gives the poet, says Eliot, a perception not only of the pastness of the past, 
but of its presence. It makes him not only traditional but ‘most acutely conscious of his 
place in time, of his own contemporaneity’. These thoughts make one wonder if we in 
India can, with our present brand of Internationalism, ever hope to paint or sculpt with 
true significance so long as we deny our ancestors, - so long as they do not assert their 
immortality through us. 
 
K. C. S. Paniker in ‘K.C.S. Paniker Commemoration Volume’, Chitram Ezhuthu: a publication 
on art and letters, March 1979, 12-13, original of 1969 according information from Mrs. Kala 
Nandagopal [daughter-in-law] via Dr Ashrafi Bhagat. 

 
Indian artists have suffered from many handicaps. In the west, a full stream of thought – 
philosophic, psychological, and scientific – fed the artist whereas in India, he was a lone 
‘modern’ feeding off from distant sources. It is in this respect that cultural indigenism 
attempts to dig up the soil and make it fertile again 
Geeta Kapur, in Vrishchik, 1972, cited in Bhaghat, 2004, 82, 118. 

 
But this is not metonymy, for again and again Paniker reiterates the painting’s partial 
nature. Rather than standing in for the whole, the work demonstrates the fundamental 
impossibility of summing up ‘India’ and instead focuses on the fragmented nature of the 
country’s postcolonial condition. Brown, 2009, 85. 
 
If narrative is seen as a core element of Indian culture – and thus one way of tapping into 
Indianness while working through a modern stylistic idiom – Paniker has taken this idea to 
the next level. Rather than use particular narratives to reference India, he has made his 
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work a study in how ancientness and storytelling operate to articulate what it means to 
exist withi the postcolonial condition 
.. 
Paniker’s work represents India’s modern as a space of negotiation and renegotiation with 
the colonial as well as the ancient past, not merely as the space of simultaneity with it. 
Brown 2009, 86. 
 

Singularity or plurality of styles 
I myself do not know precisely, why I paint. Apart from a general ill-defined 

knowledge of the impulses behind my other activities I have had no exact assessment of 
these. However, from my childhood days, ever since consciousness dawned on me, what 
has haunted by imagination throughout was a sense of some deficiency, and a sense of 
inferiority. I had yet another awareness; that if I had been alone; if there were no one to 
see what I was doing, I would be able to do something beyond the capacity of most. This 
helped me to land into many scrapes. Though my tales about my imaginary daredevilry 
were made fun of by other children, the elders listened to these amusedly. And they used 
to ask me to repeat such tales. However, I used to feel that I had never succeeded 
appreciably in this diversion. And I used to wonder why. But, I was helpless to remedy it. 
With the narration of such tales I used to gather some sort of self-confidence. And I had 
nothing else to do. It was at this time that another youngster joined the school, the Madras 
Christian College School. Though he had been only eleven years old, he was gifted with 
the ebullient skill of executing drawings and paintings in simple style. He helped to open 
my eyes. But, on sensing his invaluable innate gift, I used to feel bewildered. I began to 
draw the pictures of villages and coconut groves which I had been familiar with, in my 
village in Kerala. Canals used to make me highly emotional. And my eyes used at such 
times to fill with tears. Feelings that this was unmanly, I was at pains to hide the tears from 
others quickly wiping them off. I began to paint continuously from then onwards. Initially, 
these depicted canals, coconut groves and paddy fields. And this work could be done alone, 
without the supervision of anyone else. And I could get immersed in such work. And it 
was much better than spinning out heroic tales. It used to give me similar self confidence 
and was of equal attractiveness. 

Ravi Varma, Lady Pentland, Cotman, Brangwyn, Van Gogh, Gaugin, Mattisse, 
Fauves etc., came and went, one after the other, in a series of influences. Sometimes I used 
to be under the influence of many such, simultaneously. But, during the early 1950s I 
began to feel dissatisfied with the Western influence which had been my mainstay. From 
then on, between 1953 and ’63, I was under the influence of a combination of Ajanta and 
Van Gogh. This was the period during which it dawned on me that I would be able to 
contribute something at sometime or other to the art of our country. But, I had to 
complete quite a lot of work, before attaining this goal. And the art movement in Western 
countries was going ahead rapidly. I was aware, early enough, that unless one was able to 
grasp and assimilate the fundamentals of Western modern art in would not be possible to 
contribute anything worthwhile to the art of our country. I used to hear a lot about Paul 
Klee even then. Egyptian pictures and hieroglyphics influenced him considerably. It was 
Paul Klee who roused plenty of hopes in me. Paul Klee who roused plenty of hopes in me. 
Paul Klee is closer to our art than Picasso or Braque. His lines are simple and full of life. 
Once again, the little world which I had built, tumbled down round my ears. After learning 
the lessons imparted by Klee, I was at a loss how to commence work on the basis of these, 
from scratch. I did not like to copy him. It would be an insult to my Guru. I had to begin 
from the beginning, like any beginner. The past was found equally to be a help as well as a 
hindrance in this new venture. I was inspired and at the same time cast down. Suddenly, 
one day I happened to notice a page from the maths note book of a young student. Arabic 
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figures, Latin and other symbols of Algebra and Mathematics and the linear and other 
formations of Geometry, all helped to rouse in me a new idea. I had been familiar with 
these in the past. But, only as a student of Maths. But now these opened out a vista of 
creative art. With renewed ardour I plunged into the new phase, in 1963. By the time my 
lines had begun to assume the essence of words and symbols. 

As my interest turned more and more into traditional Indian symbols, astrological 
charts and astrological tomes I began to discard the Roman letters which I had used in the 
beginning and began to adopt the Malayalam script which was more acceptable to me. 

It was much later that I came across Tantric art. Somehow, these failed to have any 
impact on my creative impulse. The symbols which I use now are not symbols of anything 
particular. Even most of the alphabets are those fashioned by me. 

Malayalam script remains only, every partially, as Malayalam letters. Mostly these are 
indecipherable signs which resemble letters. I have used these only to provide visual 
effects to the picture 
K.C.S. Paniker 
originally written in Malayalam. Sameeksha Quarterly, no.16, July-September, 1971 [as noted by Panikkar, 2003, 
119], also in Chitram Ezhuthu: a publication on art and letters, March 1979, 19-20. Tr. Ramji. 
From www.kalakeralam.com/fine arts/KCS%Panicker.htm. Accessed 13-11-2009. 

 
I am neither a tantric painter nor a symbolist. My symbols are no symbols – they mean 
nothing. They help me design a picture and perhaps by association of ideas help me 
project an image. Complex yet precise, elaborate yet concise or at sometimes even 
decorative, devotional and mystic.. They are not at all pertinent to painting on the 
conscious plane. 
Paniker letter to Lalit Kala Contemporary, printed in 1987 article, cited in Bhaghat, 2004, 103. 

 
Successor discourses 
‘Significant contemporary artist with unique contribution’ 

It is rather difficult for an artist to write about another fellow artist. I know K.C.S. Paniker over 
two decade as an artist, friend and colleague at the Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi. I have high 
regard for his personal achievement as a creative Indian artist. He broke away from the clutches 
of the Western tradition step-by-step and during the late sixties emerged as a significant Indian 
artist in the form of “Words and Symbols” - a search for Indian identity. As a friend he was a 
selective and egotistic and as a colleague I often found him parochial. But this very parochial 
attitude helped to cross the narrow boundaries and resulted in the emergence of a band of India 
painters with a definite attitude to contemporary Indian art. As Principal of the Madras School of 
Arts and Crafts, Paniker could wield his influence over a large number of young artists. After 
retiring from service Paniker gathered quite a few of these talented artists- both painters and 
sculptors and established an envious art complex “Cholamandal” –first of its kind and also 
perhaps the best in the country. This artists’ village in the vicinity pf Madras is a living 
monument to keep Paniker’s memory fresh for a long time to come. I take this opportunity to 
pay my compliments to his unique personality. 
K.K. Hebbar in Chitram Ezhuthu: a publication on art and letters, March 1979, 5. 

 
‘He led a generation of younger artists’. 

I met Panicker sometime in 1942. It was by a surprising coincidence. I was in those 
days a student in the Presidency College, Madras, and a kind of student activist. Rather 
sour with things around I used to divert myself with paintings and scribbling and some of 
these paintings and scribbles found their way to Panicker’s hands through a common 
friend. These apparently roused his enthusiasm and he showed them to D.P. 
Roychoudhury, then principal of the Madras School of Art who, in his turn sent me a 
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dramatic invitation to join the School as his special student. I did not do so for various 
reasons, and, in any case, that is an old story. The incident comes back to me now that 
Panicker is no more. For it shows the man to a certain extent; for him art was a consuming 
passion and anyone in the field, irrespective of who he was, was his immediate friend. And 
he went very much out of the way to befriend him. It is this enthusiasm that made him the 
central hub of a large corpus of art activity in Madras in the fifties and the sixties and, later, 
the mentor and motivator of his incredible dream-child, the Cholamandal Artist Village. 

When I first met Panicker I was a new-comer to the field of art and he was already a 
respected teacher in the school, next in status only to Roychoudhury. But that did not 
stand in our way. There was no reserve in the meeting; he showed his work to me and 
discussed art with me as if we were old friends. He was at that time quite a virtuoso. His 
water colours and gouaches, interweaving the lights and shadows of palm groves, had a 
freshness of touch that could surprise both expert and novice. His drawings had a kind of 
bottled excitement in them and combined to that a great professional competence. He 
bounced around the enthusiasm, his eyes sparkled at everything he saw, the people, the 
landscape, the common facts of the Madras street and his response to these was always 
earnest and direct.  

I did finally end up in an art school two years later (though in Santhiniketan and not 
in Madras). I sometimes wonder whether meeting Panicker had something to do with it. 
Anyway, we always met thereafter whenever I was in Madras, though this was not very 
often. I always enjoyed the meeting and, I suppose, so did he; we went over a variety of 
topics, on art, on literature and the like. Panicker’s interests were large, which was fair 
among the artists of his time, and he was remarkably articulate. We discussed his work and 
mine, though there was no much of mine to discuss at that time; and I had a periodical 
glimpse of what he was going through at that time. 

In the late forties Panicker was trying hard to slough off his virtuosity. With it he 
probably felt like he was still wearing the school blazers. He was trying to start afresh, 
keeping in front of him a kind of Van Goghian ideal, a direct expressive response to things 
around. His work took on a simpler image; his palette brightened up and the linearity of 
forms became pronounced. Not much later he made a trip to England, visiting Europe on 
the way. His western excursion affected him like it affected most Indian artists of any 
individuality; it threw him back to himself. It was as if across the seas a strange longing for 
his land caught him in the pit of his stomach. On his return he became a committed 
indigenist, though not in the traditionalist sense. And it started him on a new road. What 
he has done since is now known to a lot of people. At first his painting featured 
voluptuous human forms in rambling line, which metamorphosed slowly into wriggling 
foetal specters and later uncoiled into rhythmic lines and squiggles, moving in stages from 
a writhing human landscape into a microbial street of linear romanticism. They became 
less rolled out an intriguing carpet of colour fields and calligraphic texture, with a distant 
visual reference to our old manuscript scrolls. 

Panicker’s role in the art world of Madras was a decisive one. He was the first person 
who contributed much to bring the South Indian artist out of his crisis of self-confidence. 
His infectious enthusiasm worked like leaven in the youth. He helped them, organized 
them, fought their cause on national forums to the chagrin of many. But his role in the 
Indian Art world is even more illustrious; he led a generation of young artists to look into 
themselves and their surroundings; if it led some to these into certain preciosities it was 
not his fault. He made them think about art in a larger perspective; the artists’ village he 
founded in Cholamandal is a lasting proof of this. To persuade young artists to call off 
their dependence  on commercial galleries and live in a kind of commune, living and 
working together, sharing their successes and failure, practicing art in a larger spectrum is a 
remarkable achievement; not only is the concept elevating, in the realities of our art 
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situation it is a pragmatic one too. The survival of this village intact, with the same spirit 
and perspective, will be a living monument to his vision. 
K.G. Subramanyam, from www.kalakeralam.com/fine arts/KCS%Panicker.htm. Accessed 13-11-2009, also 
in Chitram Ezhuthu: a publication on art and letters, March 1979, 10-11. 

 
Paniker’s experimental phase in the mid-1960s 

.. he was using scribbles and scrawls hat were reminiscent of the cursive Malayalam script but 
made illegible, interspersed with characters of an apparent pictographic manner, organized into a 
design. In the initial phase the colours were muted, almost monochromatic. The apparently 
‘symbolic’ pictographs he interspersed among the scribbles were reductive, like the bull, bird, fish 
etc. These ungainly signatory motifs, placed within coloured areas among bars of scribbling and 
the slanting or sweeping lines, hardly ever resolve themselves into an image field gestalt. 
R. Nandakumar in 1998, cited by Bhaghat, 2004, 97. 
 

Chronology 
1911 May 11th, Kovalezhi Cheerampathoor Sankaran Paniker, of Malayali background, born at 

Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, where his father was a medical officer.  
1917–1930 Formal education in Kerala and Tamil Nadu. 
1936-1940 Art education at the Government School of Arts, Madras, under the Principal, a 

conservative sculptor, Debi Prosad Roychowdury (1899-1975), who was a graduate of 
Rabindranath Tagore’s Shantiniketan and whose presence and example ensured a very 
strong awareness of Bengal School revivalism in Madras. The school drew students from 
Tamil Nadu, Malabar, and Bengal. Paniker does modest but fluent water colour landscapes, 
some of Kerala. 

1941 Appointed as a teacher in the same school. 
1944-1953 Establishment of the Progressive Painters’ Association, Madras.  

Paniker experiments with Post-Impressionism in manner of Van Gogh and Gauguin, and 
treats some biblical subjects such as Christ and Lazarus. 
Exhibitions of his paintings at Madras, Bombay, Calcutta, New Delhi, London.  

1954-57 Extensive drawings of family and peasant scenes with enlarged heads.  
The Jamini Roy-like enlarged heads, pictured from a higher level and seen in 
perspective of the figures themselves, which lent a native appearance to the paintings 
[Panikkar, 2003, 111] 

Religious paintings using same figuration, after Jamini Roy’s search for an Indian folk.  
1954 November, Paniker in the catalogue of the Progressive Painters’ Association, argues for art 

on a modern-national premise: 
Progressive artists of all shades of opinion in India today are convinced that this 
country is heading towards a vigorous art movement which should develop her 
national art on modern lines [Panikkar, 2003, 109]. 

1954 Central support for modern and contemporary art shown by Indian Republic in founding 
of National Gallery of Modern Art and the Lalit Kala Akademi. 
Paniker nominated as one of the Nine Eminent Artists and Member of Executive Board 
of the Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi by the Ministry of Education.  
Travel with Ministry of Culture support in England where he met Henry Moore, and to 
France, to Lille and Paris where he met Picasso, as well as visited Switzerland and Italy.  
One man exhibitions at India House, London, where work criticized for lack of depth of 
‘Indian’ feeling. 

1955–1958 Vice-Principal, Government. School of Arts and Crafts, Madras. 
1956 Lumbini, The Garden de-individualizes figures into universal humanized icons. 
1957 Principal, Government. School of Arts and Crafts, Madras, on Roy Chowdhury’s 

retirement. 
1957 Paniker’s Blessed are the Peace-makers uses figural devices based on Ajanta frescoes. 
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1957 participation in National Exhibition as well as in exhibitions of Indian art abroad.  
One-man exhibition in Madras. 

1958-9 first works geometricalized field into which figures laid. 
1959 Extensive travel in USSR and talks on Indian Art in Moscow, Leningrad and Kiev. 
1960 The Madras journal Artrends edited by Paniker, who used the pen-name Sunanda, quotes 

the British art critic Ludwig Goldscheider who wrote to Paniker in September [after a 
previous letter of 1954]: 

May I say again that I do like your work. But I believe that you ought to go on in 
your struggle of disentangling your style from Western influences. This you have 
done now to a certain extent, not quite enough. [Panikkar, 2003, 111].  

In 1962 Artrends Paniker will editorialize: 
There is evidence to show that the Indian artist is already beginning to be conscious 
of the ultimate requirement that his art has to be the expression of the innermost 
spirit of his people, to be of any real value to the outer world. It is here that tradition 
and usage come in again. [Panikkar, 2003, 111]. 

1961 Exhibition of paintings at the VI Bieñal de Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
1962 Participation in the Indian Art Exhibition in Mexico. 
1963 Paniker uses Malyalam script elements with diagrams, following Klee, marking the onset of 

his developing an abstract visual discourse. 
1962 Upgrading of the Government Colleges of Arts and Crafts. 
1963 Member, Indian Delegation, World Art Congress, New York.  

Extensive travel in USA and discussions with American artists as guest of US’ State 
Department. 
1963-64 Paniker encourages experimentation with batik at Government School which the 
students could then sell. 

1963-64 around now, beginning of Words and Symbols Series using script elements, apparent 
written phrases and diagrams derived from scientific propositions or Hindu yantra and 
other tantric diagrams. This series: 

appears ostensibly modern in its use of symbols and through its move toward 
abstractions, but it simultaneously seeks out those symbols in ancient elements of 
Indian culture [Brown, 2006, 15] 

1964 participation in the Tokyo International Exhibition. 
1964 formed Artists’ Handicrafts Association, anticipating founding of Cholamandal Artists’ 

Village two years later, 
1965 Words and Symbols diagrams use cartouche surrounds. 
1965 participation in the Festival Hall Exhibition, London  
1966 establishment of Cholamandal Artists’ Village, Madras, to bring together art and craft 

practice and provide an alternative to either teaching or intermittent gallery sales as income 
support for artists, as well as provide a new community practice. 

1967 participation in Venice Biennale  
1967 National Award for painting. 

Retirement from Principal of the Government College of Arts and Crafts, Madras.  
1968 Words and Symbols series creates mindscapes of graphical and script clusters reminiscent of 

Klee’s dream landscapes. 
1968 participation in the I Triennale of World Art, India. 

A split between Tamil and non-Tamil [i.e. Malayali] identities in the art world encouraged 
by the DMK state government, results in loss of Paniker’s personal collection to Kerala. 
[Pannikkar, 2003, 117 & 121] 

1970 participation in II Triennale of World Art, India 
Lack of innovation in craft practice at Cholamandal noted in contemporary newspaper 
critiques [Panikkar, 2003, 115-6]. 
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1971 Yellow Picture: mindscapes become polychromatic and use cartouches with fields of flat 
coloured planes. 

1971 in a letter written to a couple he met in Paris in early 1950s, Paniker noted: 
In India of old, the line that divided the draftsman from the creative artist was thin. Her 
greatest artists were also her greatest craftsmen. Someday I will be laid here [in a cemetery 
near the sea at Cholamandal, close to the temples at Mahabalipuram] Sure, I shall not be in 
bad company. The masters of Mahabalipuram and Salluvankuppam were laid there 1400 
years ago.  
[cited in biography at KCSPaniker.com: ‘KCS Paniker : The Rhythm of Symbols’] 

1974 later Yellow Picture uses flat coloured planes which now almost absorb graphical and 
diagrammatical elements. 

1976 participation in III Triennale of World Art, India. 
1976 elected Fellow of the Lalit Kala Akademi. 
1977 January 15th, died in Madras. 
[Edited after www.kalakeralam.com/fine arts/KCS%Panicker.htm Accessed 13-11-2009, with 
subsequent additions from other sources.] 
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